
If you like...If you like...
You might like...You might like...

The Book of AccidentsThe Book of Accidents  (FIC Wendig, C) (FIC Wendig, C)

A Head Full of GhostsA Head Full of Ghosts  (FIC Tremblay, P) (FIC Tremblay, P)
The HungerThe Hunger  (FIC Katsu, A) (FIC Katsu, A)
Just Like Home Just Like Home (FIC Gailey, S)(FIC Gailey, S)

The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying VampiresThe Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires
(FIC Hendrix, G)(FIC Hendrix, G)

Long ago, something sinister, something hungry, walked in the tunnels and theLong ago, something sinister, something hungry, walked in the tunnels and the
mountains and the coal mines of their hometown in rural Pennsylvania. Now,mountains and the coal mines of their hometown in rural Pennsylvania. Now,
Nate and Maddie Graves are married, and they have moved back to theirNate and Maddie Graves are married, and they have moved back to their
hometown with their son, Oliver. And now what happened long ago ishometown with their son, Oliver. And now what happened long ago is
happening again . . .happening again . . .   

The Burning Girls The Burning Girls (FIC Tudor, C)(FIC Tudor, C)
The Family UpstairsThe Family Upstairs  (FIC Jewell, L) (FIC Jewell, L)
Ghost Story Ghost Story (FIC Straub, P)(FIC Straub, P)

"Come home." Vera's mother called and Vera obeyed. In spite of their long"Come home." Vera's mother called and Vera obeyed. In spite of their long
estrangement, in spite of the memories -- she's come back to the home of aestrangement, in spite of the memories -- she's come back to the home of a
serial killer. Back to face the love she had for her father and the bodies heserial killer. Back to face the love she had for her father and the bodies he
buried there, beneath the house he'd built for his family.buried there, beneath the house he'd built for his family.

Patricia has reason to believe James Harris is more of a Bundy than a Brad Pitt.Patricia has reason to believe James Harris is more of a Bundy than a Brad Pitt.
The real problem? James is a monster of a different kind--and Patricia hasThe real problem? James is a monster of a different kind--and Patricia has
already invited him in. Little by little, James will insinuate himself into Patricia'salready invited him in. Little by little, James will insinuate himself into Patricia's
life and try to take everything she took for granted--including the book club--life and try to take everything she took for granted--including the book club--
but she won't surrender without a fight in this blood-soaked tale of neighborlybut she won't surrender without a fight in this blood-soaked tale of neighborly
kindness gone wrong.kindness gone wrong.

The MaidensThe Maidens  (FIC Michaelides, A) (FIC Michaelides, A)
Meddling KidsMeddling Kids  (MYST Cantero, E) (MYST Cantero, E)
The PlotThe Plot  (FIC Korelitz, J) (FIC Korelitz, J)

The Sun Down MotelThe Sun Down Motel  (FIC St. James, S) (FIC St. James, S)


